by low SNR, which lead to low detection probability and high false alarm rate. A batch of radar scans were processed to detect the presence of up to two targets. The ML-POA estimator was used to initiate the tracks assuming the target trajectories follow a deterministic state propagation.
I.
INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)
The main focus of the ballistic missile acquisition is to initialize the missile trajectories using the measurements obtained by a surface-based radar for a short period of time (typically less than lOs) before the missile reentry phase. The radar beam pointing directions are assumed to cover a specific" cueing region" (taken here as(30km)3) provided by some early warning. The measurements obtained by the radar require a monopulse processing technique to obtain the full position measurements with associated variances. Due to low SNR and thus the low detection threshold to obtain a reasonable detection probability (around 0.6 for a dwell), the set of measurements contains a large number of false alarms (detection threshold exceedances due to noise).In addition, the number of targets within the cueing region is unknown. A track initiation algorithm has to determine how many targets are in the cueing region (model selection problem). If there are targets, the initial state of each target has to be estimated. In the following subsections, we present the target and radar model and the ML-PDA algorithm for missile trajectory parameter estimation. The detailed missile trajectory, radar model and the mono pulse processing technique can be found in [1] . 
II. COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND TARGET TRAJECTORY
The motion of a missile above the atmosphere is governed by Kepler's laws. The earth centered inertial (ECI) coordinate system is used for the state propagation of the targets. This coordinate system has its origin at the center of the earth, with the positive x axis pointing along the vernal equinox and the positive z axis to the north pole [2l . The radar and target locations are better interpreted in the earth centered earthfixed (ECEF) coordinate system. This coordinate system has its origin at the center of the earth, with the positive x axis passing through the prime meridian at the equator and the positive z axis passing through the north pole. Let X k = [rk r k] / be the 6-dimensional target state vector at time t k ,where the vectors and Another coordinate system is located at the radar. This coordinate has its origin at the radar, with positive x pointing toward north and positive z axis pointing Up [3l . It is often called the local Cartesian frame of radar or ENU frame indicating the axes pointing toward East, North and Up. Given the radar position Oradar in ECEF coordinates, the state of the target in radar coordinates is given by
where AXIS( • ) is the coordinate conversion given in [I] . Figure 1 illustrates the missile trajectory and the cueing region. The state estimate of the target is obtained in radar coordinates and then converted into ECEF coordinates. We now present the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator combined with the probabilistic data association (PDA) technique to tackle the uncertainty of measurement origin. We assume that the radar receiver waits for N scans before a decision about track existence is made [4l .
Thus we have N sets of measurements made at times t i ' i= 1,2, ... ,N where the index i denotes the scan number. The k-th measurement in the i-th scan is defined by the vector
where 9\i k' r i k , !li k' ei k are the signal plus noise to noise ratio (SNNR), slant range, bearing and elevation, respectively. The SNNR is a target feature and it has been shown to reduce the data association uncertainty [8l . Its model is presented in sequel. The radar performs a volumetric search over the cueing region based on prior information. It is assumed that all the dwells in a scan are made at (practically) the same time. Denote by mi the number of measurements in the i-th scan obtained at time ti. The set is written as
The cumulative set of measurements during the entire period is
A. Acceptance of the Estimate
We first consider the hypothesis test of one target vs. no target:
• HI: There is one track corresponding to an existing target and X is the global maximum of the likelihood ratio 
T(Z)
where SN is the number of measurements given by
;=1
and k is the the dimension of the MLE X (in this case k = 6) which is [6] . We will compare the MDL with the GLRT in simulation. If a track is accepted, the MLE X is used as the state estimate with the corresponding covariance given by approximate Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) which will be presented in the next subsection. The estimator uses all the measurements Z to extract one track at a time. The measurements having the association probability greater than 0.5 to the presumed track at each scan are deleted after the track has been initiated. If a measurement at a specific scan is deleted, all the measurements from its adjacent beams (in the same range bin) are also deleted (if there is any) to compensate for the effect of multiple detections. It is very important to remove all measurements from the main beam and the adjacent beams after a track is declared. The number of false tracks decreases when using this procedure especially when the SNR is low. The rest of the measurements are used to extract another target using the same ML-PDA estimator with MDL model selection criterion [7l . The procedure continues until the test statistic T(Z) is less than o.
B. Cramer-Rao Lower Bound of the Estimator
As discussed in [8] , the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is a lower limit on the variance that can be achieved by an unbiased estimator. The MLE can be said to be efficient if its sample variance is statistically commensurate with the CRLB. For the MLE X of the state x, we have E[(X -x)(x -xn � J -1 (7) To simplifY the calculation, we also assume that the information reduction factor is a constant across different scans. Only those scans with at least one measurement in the gate are considered in obtaining the FIM. Thus we can write the FIM as
The standard deviations of the bearing and elevation measurements depend on the target position within the radar beam [81 . Assuming the target is uniformly distributed within the rectangular region covered by one radar beam, the average measurement noise for a target is 0-/3 = 0-£ = 0.0067 rad when the detection threshold is 3.25. If the detection probability per scan is PD = P D a v e = 0.464 , we have the average target return aL 4 = 5.76. The false alarm probability is obtained by averaging the false detections in eight adjacent beams when the target is uniformly distributed within the rectangle area of the main beam (the one pointing to the target). Using the integral approach developed in [6] , the information reduction factor is qO = 0.346 for a single target with Poisson distributed false alarms. This information reduction factor qO is averaged over 100 randomly generated target positions uniformly distributed within the rectangular region of the main beam. It approximately quantifies the estimation accuracy. For multiple target scenarios, we assume the approximate CRLB for a single target is still valid for quantifYing the efficiency of the estimator. For Swerling III targets with SNR=6dB at boresight and various detection thresholds, we list the detection probability, false alarm probability and the information reduction factor averaged over the above rectangular region in Table I 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we consider a two-target scenario to illustrate the operation of the ML-PDA estimator under various SNRs. The scenario contains two Swerling III targets with the same average RCS. We assume that the two targets enter the radar acquisition region at t=Os with the initial state It is assumed that the radar cueing region for initial radar beam pointing is available from prior information. The radar cueing volume is approximately (30km)3 and the radar beam packing is 7 by 7 rectangular with each dwell consisting 330 bins of length 90m. The average output SNR at boresight for each target is 6dB to 8dB for the cases considered. Notice that the average SNR in a resolution cell is 4.4dB when the target SNR at boresight is 6dB. The detection threshold for acquisition of 6dB targets is t' = 2.87 , yielding an average detection probability 0.52. The spatial density of false alarms in the validation gate is dorminated by the target-due extraneous detections in the eight adjacent beams when the target is uniformly distributed within the rectangular region centered at the main beam.5 With the parameter settings specified as above we have A V g = l.2. The radar scan rate is 10Hz. The total number of scans N varies from 30 to 60. The scenarios are denoted as HO: no target is present; HI: only target 1 is present; H2: both target I and target 2 are present. We are interested in the probability of choosing the correct model under each case. The target SNR at boresight varies from 6dB to 8dB. In each case, the detection threshold is chosen to maintain AV g :s; 1.2 .
The results from 100 Monte Carlo runs for three scenarios (Ha, H], H2) are listed in Table I . When two tracks are initiated, the track to truth association is based on the geometric distance between the true and estimated state. If the distance is greater than three times the measurement standard deviation, the track is declared as false. If we want the probability of choosing the correct model to be greater than 0.95 for N = 60, the target SNR has to be greater than 6dB at boresight (or equivalently,the average SNR has to be greater than 4.4dB). When the target SNR increases, the performance of the MDL model selection also improves.
For the same scenarios, we also use the GLRT with a threshold to obtain 95% acquisition probability under HI for a single target (based on the Gaussian approximation as in [8] ). The results are listed in Table 2 . We can see that the GLRT yields lower acquisition probabilities under both one-target and two-target scenarios compared with the MOL approach. This is because the threshold chosen by obtaining 95% target acquisition probability is not optimal in comparison with the penalty terms used in MOL.
The CRLB and the sample standard deviation for the two-target scenario are listed in Table 2 with N = 50 and r = 2.87 for the 6dB target and r = 3.63 for the 8dB target. In most cases, the sample standard deviation is slightly larger than the approximate CRLB. This can be explained by several factors: a) the false alarms are not uniformly distributed in the cueing region; b) the range measurement noise is not Gaussian; c) the target trajectories used in simulation yield different off-boresight angles from scan to scan and could be better than the average CRLB. The results are acceptable in view of the fact that they are based on a 100 run average, which allow + 14% error within the 95% confidence region. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this thesis the track initiation problem was formulated as multiple composite hypothesis testing using maximum likelihood estimation with probabilistic data association (ML-POA). The number of tracks was determined based on the minimum description length (MDL) criterion. We first reviewed some well-known approaches for statistical model selection and the advantage of using the MOL criterion. Then a one dimensional example was used to illustrate the MDL criterion for multiple composite hypothesis testing and the performance limit of the ML-POA for track initiation interpreted in terms of the sharpness of the hypothesis testing. Finally, We applied the MDL approach for the detection and initiation of tracks of incoming tactical ballistic missiles in the exo-atmospheric phase using a surface based electronically scanned array (ESA) radar. The targets were characterized by low SNR, which lead to low detection probability and high false alarm rate. A batch of radar scans were processed to detect the presence of up to two targets. The ML-PDA estimator was used to initiate the tracks assuming the target trajectories follow a deterministic state propagation. The approximate MOL criterion was used to determine the number of valid tracks in a surveillance region. The detector/estimator was shown to be efficient even at 4.4dB average SNR (within the beam, i.e., in a resolution cell).
